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The kinetic theory of electrostatic twisted waves’ instability in a dusty plasma is developed in the
presence of orbital angular momentum of the helical (twisted) electric field in plasmas with kappa
distributed electrons, ions, and dust particles. The kappa distributed electrons are considered to
have a drift velocity. The perturbed distribution function and helical electric field are decomposed
by Laguerre-Gaussian mode functions defined in cylindrical geometry. The Vlasov-Poisson equa-
tion is obtained and solved analytically to investigate the growth rates of the electrostatic twisted
waves in a non-thermal dusty plasma. The growth rates of the dust ion acoustic twisted mode
(DIATM) and dust acoustic twisted mode (DATM) are obtained analytically and also pictorial
presented numerically. The instability condition for the DIATM and DATM is also discussed with
different plasma parameters. The growth rates of DIATM and DATM are larger when the drifted
electrons are non-Maxwellian distributed and smaller for the Maxwellian distributed drifted
electrons in the presence of the helical electric field. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4977446]
I. INTRODUCTION
The helically phased light inherits orbital angular
momentum (OAM).1 The work by Allen2 on lasers with
orbital angular momentum (OAM) has originated an attractive
scientific and technological development in a wide range of
growing fields, such as microscopy3 and imaging,4 atomic and
nano-particle manipulation,5 ultra-fast optical communica-
tions,6 quantum computing,7 ionospheric radar facility to
observe 3D plasma dynamics in ionosphere,8 photonic crystal
fibre,9 OAM entanglement of two photons,10 twisted gravita-
tional waves,11 ultra intense twisted laser pulses,12 and
astrophysics.13
In recent years, the study of wave propagation in plas-
mas carrying orbital angular momentum has appealed to the
plasma community. Verbeeck and Schattschneider14 studied
the production and application of electron vortex beams. The
magnetic tornadoes15 (rotating magnetic field structures in
the solar atmosphere) or chromospheric swirls are reported
to exhibit three types of morphology, i.e., spiral, ring, and
split. Leyser16 experimentally created and pumped a radio
beam with helical wave front carrying OAM into the iono-
spheric plasma using the High frequency Active Auroral
Research Program (HAARP). The optical emission spectrum
of pumped plasma turbulence shows a characteristic ring
shaped morphology due to the pumped twisted radio beam.
The stimulated scattering instabilities are studied in a dense
quantum plasma for the coherent circularly polarized
electromagnetic (CPEM) waves having orbital angular
momentum.17 The Alfvenic tornadoes18 (three dimensional
modified kinetic Alfven wave) have solutions such as
Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) Alfvenic vortex beam. By employ-
ing Ampere’s law and two fluid model, such Alfvenic torna-
does are pretended to be after the effect of plasma density
whirls or magnetic flux ropes with orbital angular momentum
in a magnetized plasma. Some certain scattering phenomena
such as stimulated Raman and Brillouin backscattering are
observed to be responsible for the interaction between elec-
trostatic and electromagnetic waves through orbital angular
momentum.19 Shukla20 obtained the dispersive shear Alfven
wave (DSAW) modes from generalized ion vorticity and
electron momentum equations aligned with the magnetic field
in a magnetized plasma, in Earth’s auroral zone, in the solar
atmosphere,21 and in a laboratory plasma, e.g., Large Plasma
Device (LAPD) at the University of California, Los
Angeles.22
The twisted modes are also observed in the dusty plasma
environment. Shukla23 predicted and modeled the possible
propagation of dust acoustic waves as twisted vortex beams
with orbital angular momentum (OAM), which can trap and
transport the dust particles in plasmas. Then, braided electro-
static ion cyclotron (ESIC) modes are predicted in Saturn’s
F-ring,24 which has the composition of the dusty magneto-
plasma and modulational instability in the form of a vortex
beam (when solar wind excites the 3D kinetic Alfven wave).
Nowadays, some new features of orbital angular
momentum (OAM)25 have been studied in plasmas, e.g., the
generation of waves carrying OAM with a dielectric
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resonator antenna (DRA) array,26 bump on tail twisted insta-
bility in cold atomic clouds,27 and damping of the twisted
waves in a Maxwellian distributed multi-component dusty
plasma.28
Charged dust particles and dusty plasmas29 are rampant in
cosmic and astrophysical environments30 (interstellar-media,
molecular dusty clouds, star forming dust clouds, Eagle nebula,
and supernovae remnants), our solar system31 (planetary ring
systems and interplanetary media due to the presence of come-
tary dust particles), and Earth’s mesosphere.32
In laboratory experiments and most of the astrophysical
environments,33 the charged particles exhibit non-Maxwellian
or non-thermal distribution.34 These non-Maxwellian distribu-
tions are well reproduced by the power-laws or the so-called
kappa distribution functions, which were recently applied for
modeling the twisted plasma waves, such as Langmuir (elec-
tron) twisted waves and ion acoustic twisted waves.35 In space,
permeating plasmas,36 streaming plasmas,37 and drifting plas-
mas38 exhibit various novel instabilities in the presence of
neutral and charged dust particles.
In the last decades, numerous linear and non-linear stud-
ies have been proposed to investigate ion acoustic and acous-
tic waves in dusty plasmas,39 for example, experimental
study of dust ion acoustic waves, dispersion relation of
dust acoustic waves, and non-linear dust acoustic waves.
Recently, some new features were included in the study of
dust acoustic and dust ion acoustic waves such as ion acoustic
waves in cosmic dusty plasmas,40 spherical dust ion acoustic
waves,41 and Bohm criterion in dusty plasmas, dusty clusters,
and non-degenerate quantum dusty plasmas.42,43 Akram
et al.26 have studied the generation of radio waves carrying
orbital angular momentum (OAM) or vortex waves using a
dielectric resonator antenna array that has relevance to the
storage devices. Also notice that twisted ion acoustic and
acoustic waves have been investigated for dusty plasma con-
ditions, see Ref. 28, but restricting to standard Maxwellian
distribution to describe the plasma components and without
any drift of the electrons.
In this manuscript, the kinetic theory is applied to study
the dust ion acoustic and dust acoustic waves in the presence
of the electric field carrying orbital angular momentum in a
plasma containing non-Maxwellian drifted electrons, ions,
and dust particles described by the generalized Lorentzian or
kappa distribution functions. The manuscript is composed of
various sections. Section II contains a basic set of equations
(Vlasov equation, Poisson equation, and Paraxial equation)
for the twisted dust ion acoustic and dust acoustic waves. In
Section III, the modified plasma dispersion function with an
electric field having orbital angular momentum is derived by
decomposing the potential and distribution function in
Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) modes. By using the modified dis-
persion function, the dielectric function of twisted dust ion
acoustic and dust acoustic waves in plasmas with nonthermal
electrons and ions with immobile and mobile dust particles,
the growth rates of the electrostatic twisted waves in non-
thermal dusty plasmas are calculated analytically in Sections
IV and V, respectively. In Section VI, the numerical plots
for growth rates of the instabilities of electrostatic twisted
waves in nonthermal dusty plasmas are illustrated and con-
clusion is also presented in the same section.
II. THEORETICAL MODEL
In this section, the basic set of dynamic equations is pre-
sented to describe the kinetic theory of electrostatic waves in
a dusty plasma carrying orbital angular momentum. We can
obtain the distribution function fa(r, v, t) from the well-
known Vlasov equation, where a is the species index such
that a¼ e, i, and d for the electrons, the ions, and dust par-
ticles. The distribution function fa r; v; tð Þ of the electrostatic
waves in a dusty plasma separates into two parts, a back-
ground part fa0 and a perturbed part bfa given by the expres-
sion fa ¼ fa0 þ bfa by using the perturbation analysis. Now,
we will apply linearization on the Vlasov equation with
respect to perturbation, which gives us
@
@t
þ v  @
@r
 bfa ¼ qaE  @fa0
@pa
; (1)
where pa represents the momentum such that pa ¼ mav and
E is the electric field E ¼ r/. The electric field can be
calculated from the linearized Poisson equation given below
r2/ ¼ 4p
X
a¼e; i ; d
qa
ð bf a vð Þdv: (2)
Consider the propagation of the electrostatic waves with slowly
varying amplitude along the z-axis, i.e., exp(ikz), such that
r2/ ¼ @2?  k2 þ 2ik@z
 
/: (3)
Here, @2? is the transverse Laplacian operator, and it can
be written in the cylindrical coordinate system as @2?
¼ 1=rð Þ@=@r r@=@rð Þ þ 1=r2 @2=@h2. The gradual variation
of the field along the z-axis is only possible if @2z/ 2k@z/.
Under these conditions, the wave has a finite orbital angular
momentum corresponding to the potential /, and they satisfy
the paraxial equation given by
@2? þ 2ik@z
 
/ ¼ 0: (4)
The existence of these waves is such that they must satisfy
the Poisson equation (2), which gives
k2/ ¼ 4p
X
a¼e; i ; d
qabf a vð Þdv: (5)
Here, qe¼ –e, qi¼ e, and qd¼Zde (where e is the electronic
charge and Zd is the dust charge number). Equations (1)–(5)
are the basis of the dust ion acoustic and dust acoustic waves
in plasmas with the electric field carrying orbital angular
momentum.
III. LORENTZIAN PLASMA DISPERSION FUNCTION IN
A DUSTY PLASMAWITH ORBITAL ANGULAR
MOMENTUM OF THE ELECTRIC FIELD
We consider the solutions of the paraxial equation (4)
for the calculation of the modified kappa distributed plasma
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dispersion function in the presence of the electric field carry-
ing orbital angular momentum. These solutions of the para-
xial equation (4) can be obtained by the superposition of
Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) functions described in cylindrical
coordinate system r¼ (r, h, z). By definition of Laguerre-
Gaussian (LG) function Fpl(r, z) (which is described in Ref.
44 with its properties as well), the modified potential / r; tð Þ
can be written as follows:
/ r; tð Þ ¼
X
pl
e/plFpl r; zð Þeilheikzixt: (6)
Here, e/pl is the mode amplitude and integers p and l are the
radial and angular mode numbers, while h denotes the azi-
muthal angle. Using the spatial structure of the modified
potential described in Eq. (6), the helical electric field can
be written in terms of keff (effective wave number) as E
¼ ikef f/, where keff is defined by the following expression:
kef f ¼  i
Fpl
@rFpler þ l
r
eh þ k  i
Fpl
@zFpl
 
ez: (7)
Therefore, the helical electric field can also be resolved into
its components as follows:
Er ¼  @/
@r
¼  i
Fpl
@rFpl; (8)
Eh ¼  1
r
@/
@h
¼  il
r
/; (9)
and
Ez ¼  @/
@z
¼  ik þ 1
Fpl
@zFpl
 
/: (10)
The above set of Equations (8)–(10) confirms that the elec-
tric field exhibits helical structures instead of straight lines
(as in the case of ordinary plane wave solutions) along
the z-direction. But in accordance with the paraxial approxi-
mation, the axial component of the electric field is still
dominant. In order to obtain the solution of coupled Vlasov-
Poisson equations (1), (5), we will decompose the perturbed
distribution function in Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) modes such
that
efa vð Þ ¼X
pl
ef pl vð ÞFpl r; zð Þeilheikzixt: (11)
Further, we will substitute the decomposed distribution func-
tion (11) into the standard Vlasov equation (1). The resultant
equation is then multiplied by Fpl and integrated in rdr using
the orthogonality condition described in Ref. 44. The final
form of the resultant equation is given as
ef pl ¼ X
a¼e; i ; d
qa
ma
e/pl
xþ iyð Þ qef f  @vfa0
 
; (12)
here x and y can be defined as
x ¼ x kvzð Þ  lqhvh; y ¼ qrvr þ qzvzð Þ; (13)
such that
xþ iy ¼ x qef f  vð Þ (14)
and
qef f ¼ iqrber þ lqhbeh þ k  iqzð Þbez: (15)
Here, the parameters qj and qh are defined as
qj ¼
ð1
0
Fpl@jFplrdr; qh ¼
ð1
0
F2pldr; (16)
where j¼ r and z. We will now use the value of decomposed
perturbed distribution function ef pl from (12) into the Poisson
equation (5) to get the general form of the plasma dielectric
function. We can write the plasma dielectric function
 x; k; lqhð Þ for the twisted electrostatic waves in a dusty
plasma as follows:
 x; k; lqhð Þ ¼ 1 þ
X
a¼e; i ; d
x2pa
k2
ð
qef f  @vf0a
x qef f  vð Þ
dv; (17)
where v x; k; lqhð Þ is the susceptibility of electrostatic waves
in the dusty plasma, which is defined as
v x; k; lqhð Þ ¼
X
a¼e; i ; d
x2pa
k2
ð
qef f  @vf0a
x qef f  vð Þ
dv; (18)
here xpa ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4pn2a0q
2
a=ma
p
is the plasma frequency of the a
species. Therefore, Eq. (17) can be written as
 x; k; lqhð Þ ¼ 1þ ve x; lqh; kð Þ þ vi x; lqh; kð Þ þ vd x; lqh; kð Þ:
(19)
The above form of the dielectric function in Equation (19)
is similar to that of the usual dielectric function with pla-
nar electric field perturbations with an additional factor of
azimuthal wave number lqh appearing due to the presence
of orbital angular momentum of the electric field. From
Eq. (17), we can write the modified condition of the
Landau resonance in the presence of the helical (twisted)
electric field in comparison to the planar electric field case
as follows:
x ¼ kvz þ lqhvh6 i qrvr þ qzvzð Þ: (20)
The imaginary part y ¼ qrvr þ qzvzð Þ can be neglected for
understanding the physical meaning of the modified reso-
nance condition, which is valid only if (jqrj; jqzj  jqhj) is
satisfied. The modified resonance condition x ¼ kvz þ lqhvh
resembles the Landau cyclotron resonance for the magneto
plasma case.45
The susceptibility of twisted electrostatic waves in the
unmagnetized dusty plasma carrying orbital angular momen-
tum can be written in a more simplified form as
v x; lqh; kð Þ ¼
X
a¼e; i ; d
x2pa
k2
ð
qef f  @vf0adv
x kvz  lqhvhð Þ 
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Using Eq. (15), the modified plasma dispersion function
Zj;lqh nza; nhað Þ for the species is defined as
Zj;lqh nza; nhað Þ ¼
X
a¼e; i ; d
dvz
uz  vz

(21)
 @f0a
@vz
þ dvh
uh  vh
@f0a
@vh

; (22)
here
nza ¼ uz=ha and nha ¼ uh=ha; (23)
and
uz ¼ x
k
 lqhvh
k
 
and uh ¼ x
lqh
 kvz
lqh
 
: (24)
Substituting Eq. (21) in Eq. (19), the plasma dielectric func-
tion can be written as
 x;k; lqhð Þ¼ 1þ
x2pe
k2
Zj;lqh nze;nheð Þ
þx
2
pi
k2
Zj;lqh nzi;nhið Þþ
x2pd
k2
Zj;lqh nzd;nhdð Þ: (25)
The three dimensional non-Maxwellian (kappa) distribution
function for the electrons is given by the expression44
f0e ¼ ne0
p3=2h3e
C je þ 1ð Þ
j3=2e C je  1=2ð Þ
 1 þ 1
jeh
2
e
vz  v0eð Þ2 þ v2r þ v2h
h i" #je1
; (26)
where je is the electron’s spectral index and he ¼ 2jeð
3=jeÞ1=2vTe with j> 3/2 the Lorentzian thermal velocity
for non-thermal electrons such that vTe ¼ Te=með Þ1=2, the
thermal velocity of the electrons. The electron’s temperature
Te is in energy units, appearing in the thermal velocity, and
v0e is the drift velocity of the electrons along the z direction.
The three dimensional kappa distribution function for the
ions and dust particles is given as
f0i ¼ ni0
p3=2h3i
C ji þ 1ð Þ
j3=2i C ji  1=2ð Þ
1þ 1
jih
2
i
v2z þ v2r þ v2h
 " #ji1
;
(27)
and
f0d ¼ nd0
p3=2h3d
C jdþ 1ð Þ
j3=2d C jd 1=2ð Þ
1þ 1
jdh
2
d
v2z þ v2r þ v2h
 " #jd1
;
(28)
where ji and jd are the spectral indices of ions and dust par-
ticles and hi and hd are the Lorentzian thermal velocities of
ions and dust particles, respectively, which can be written in
mathematical form as
hi ¼ 2ji  3ji
 1=2
vTi ; vTi ¼
Ti
mi
hd ¼ 2jd  3jd
 1=2
vTd ; vTd ¼
Td
md
: (29)
We will study the dust ion acoustic twisted mode (DIATM)
and dust acoustic twisted mode (DATM) in detail in
Sections IV and V, respectively.
IV. DUST ION ACOUSTIC TWISTED MODE (DIATM)
In this section, we have considered a three-component
non-Maxwellian (kappa distributed) plasma consisting of
inertialess electrons, inertial ions, and stationary dust par-
ticles in the background of ions and electrons. Therefore, in
such plasmas, the temperature of the electrons and mass of
the ions are important for the study of the well-known Dust
Ion Acoustic Mode (DIAM). In our study, we have chosen a
helical (twisted) electric field instead of the conventional pla-
nar electric field that will impart an azimuthal wave number
to the wave’s expression due to the inclusion of the its orbital
angular momentum (OAM). This will generate a new mode
called as the Dust Ion Acoustic Twisted Mode (DIATM).
The background charge neutrality condition for the dusty
plasma system is
ne0 þ Zdnd0 ¼ ni0; (30)
where ne0, ni0, and nd0 are the background number densities
of the electrons, ions, and dust particles, respectively, and Zd
is the dust charge number. In order to investigate the disper-
sion properties of the waves and Landau wave-particle inter-
action: Landau damping or growth rate of the DIATM, we
will start with the respective Lorentzian distributed dielectric
function of DIATM, which is given as follows:
 x; k; lqhð Þ ¼ 1 þ
2x2pe
k2h2e
2je  1
je
þ nzeZ nze
 þnheZ nhe  
þ 2x
2
pi
k2h2i
 2ji  1
ji
þ nziZ nzi
 þ nhiZ nhi  ;
(31)
where Z nze
 
Z nhe
 	 

and Z nzi
 
Z nhi
 	 

are the planar
[non-planar] dispersion functions of electrons and ions
and the terms nze ; nhe ; nzi

, and nhiÞ have the following
expressions:
nze ¼
1
he
x
k
 v0e
 
; nhe ¼
1
he
x
lqh
;
nzi ¼
1
hi
x
k
 
; nhi ¼
1
hi
x
lqh
: (32)
The detailed analytical calculations of Z nze
 
; Z nhe
 	 

and
Z nzi
 
Z nhi
 	 

are given in Appendix B. We can write the
above dielectric function in the form of susceptibilities of
electrons and ions as  x; k; lqhð Þ ¼ 1 þ ve þ vi. Due to the
higher temperature and smaller mass of the electrons as com-
pared to the ions, the electrons are treated as inertialess
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species. So, we can expand the dispersion functions of the
electrons in the lower and higher limits of the drifted ordi-
nary phase velocity (x/k – v0e) and azimuthal phase velocity
(x/lqh) of electrons in comparison to the electron’s
Lorentzian thermal velocity he, i.e., nze  1 and nhe  1. By
applying the low limit for the drifted phase velocity and high
limit for the azimuthal phase velocity, the expansion of the
dispersion function will result in the following form of elec-
tron’s susceptibility:
ve ¼
2x2pe
k2h2e
2je  1
je
þ i
ﬃﬃﬃ
p
p
je!
j3=2e C je  1=2ð Þ
1
he
x
k
 v0e
 "
þi
ﬃﬃﬃ
p
p
je!
j3=2e C je  1=2ð Þ
1
he
x
lqh
 
 1 þ x
2
jel2q2hh
2
e
" #je1#
:
(33)
The ion dynamics are important here that is why its mass mi
appears in the acoustic speed. Therefore, the dispersion rela-
tion of the ions is expanded in the higher limits of the ordi-
nary phase velocity (x/k) and azimuthal phase velocity
(x/lqh) in comparison to the ion’s Lorentzian velocity hi, i.e.,
nzi  1 and nhi  1. Under these limits, the expansion of
the dispersion function will result in the following form of
the ions’ susceptibility:
vi ¼
2x2pi
k2h2i
 1
2
k2h2i
x2
1 þ k
2h2i
x2
3ji
2ji  3
 !"
þi ﬃﬃﬃpp ji!
j3=2i C ji  1=2ð Þ
1
hi
x
k
1 þ x
2
jik2h
2
i
" #ji1
 1
2
l2q2hh
2
i
x2
1 þ l
2q2hh
2
i
x2
3ji
2ji  3
 !
þi ﬃﬃﬃpp ji!
j3=2i C ji  1=2ð Þ
1
hi
x
lqh
1 þ x
2
jil2q2hh
2
i
" #ji1#
: (34)
It may be noted from Eqs. (33) and (34) that the dielectric
function  x; k; lqhð Þ (defined in Eq. (31)) is the combination of
real Re  x; k; lqhð Þ½  and imaginary Im  x; k; lqhð Þ½  parts. So,
we can write  x; k; lqhð Þ ¼ Re  x; k; lqhð Þ½  þ Im  x; k; lqhð Þ½ .
In order to formulate the dispersion relation of the DIATM,
we will equate the real part of the dielectric function
Re  x; k; lqhð Þ½  to zero, which gives
x2r
x2pi
¼ ni0
ne0
 
k2k2De
!2
je  3=2
je  1=2
 
 1 þ !
2
1 þ k2k2je
"
þ3 ne0
ni0
Ti
Te
1 þ !4
1 þ !2
 !#
; (35)
where ! ¼ k=lqh is the ratio of the conventional (k) and azi-
muthal wave number (lqh) and kje the modified Debye
(screening) length defined in Eq. (27) of Ref. 46, i.e.,
kje ¼ je  3=2je  1=2
 1=2
kDe: (36)
In the limit !!1, Eq. (35) transforms to Eq. (28) of Ref.
46. By using the charge neutrality condition, we can write
the modified equation for the dispersion relation of DIATM
x2r ¼
1
!2
k2C2s
1  gZdð Þ 
je  3=2
je  1=2
1 þ !2
1 þ k2k2je
"
þ3
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1  gZd
p Ti
Te
1 þ !4
1 þ !2
 !#
: (37)
Here, g¼ nd0/ni0 is the ratio of background number densities
of dust particles to ions. By using g¼ 0, Eq. (37) retains the
expression of Eq. (34) of Ref. 35. The above dispersion rela-
tion can also be written in terms of the Dust Ion Acoustic
Speed (CDIA), which can be defined as
CDIA ¼ xpikDe ¼
Csﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1  gZd
p : (38)
If the temperature of the electrons is taken much larger in
comparison to the temperature of the ions, i.e., Ti  Te, and
using the above definition of the dust ion acoustic speed
(CDIA), Equation (37) of the dispersion relation of the
DIATM becomes
x2r ¼
k2C2DIA
!2
je  3=2
je  1=2
 
1 þ !2
1 þ k2k2je
" #
: (39)
The instability condition of the DIATM in the presence of
drifted electrons can be calculated from the relation of the
growth rate (c).33 The estimation of the growth rate (c) can
be made by putting the values of real Re  x; k; lqhð Þ½  and
imaginary Im  x; k; lqhð Þ½  parts of the dielectric function in
the relation
c ¼  @Re  x; k; lqhð Þ½ 
@xr
 1
Im  x; k; lqhð Þ½ : (40)
By applying the above formula, the growth rate (c) of the
DIATM can be expressed in terms of the summation of
growth rates due to the Boltzmanian electrons and dynamic
ions described as follows:
c ¼ 
ﬃﬃﬃ
p
p
x3r!
2
x2pi 1 þ !2ð Þ
ce þ ci½ ; (41)
where ce and ci are the respective growth rate components of
the inertialess electrons and inertial ions. The growth rate
part of the electrons ce can be further shown as the combina-
tion of the planar cez and azimuthal ceh components as
ce ¼
x2pe
k2h3e
cez þ cehð Þ; (42)
such that
cez ¼
je!
j3=2e C je  1=2ð Þ
xr
k
 v0e
 
; (43)
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and
ceh ¼
je!!
je3=2C je  1=2ð Þ
xr
k
1 þ !2 x
2
r
jek2h
2
e
 !je1
: (44)
The expression of the growth rate of the ions ci can also be
written in terms of its planar ciz and azimuthal cih compo-
nents as follows:
ci ¼
x2pi
k2h3i
ciz þ cihð Þ; (45)
such that
ciz ¼
ji!
j3=2i C ji  1=2ð Þ
xr
k
1 þ x
2
r
jik2h
2
i
 !ji1
(46)
and
cih ¼
ji!!
j3=2i C ji  1=2ð Þ
xr
k
1 þ !2 x
2
r
jik2h
2
i
 !ji1
: (47)
The instability threshold condition can be obtained by
writing Eq. (41) of growth rate c of DIATM in the nonther-
mal dusty plasma in a more compact form as
c ¼ P v0e  xr
k
Q t
s
R
  
; (48)
where
s ¼ je!
j3=2e C je  1=2ð Þ
x2pe
h3e
; (49)
t ¼ ji!
j3=2i C ji  1=2ð Þ
x2pi
h3i
; (50)
P ¼ ﬃﬃﬃpp !2
1 þ !2ð Þ
x3r
k2x2pi
; (51)
Q ¼ 1 þ ! 1 þ !2 x
2
r
jek2h
2
e
 !je124 35; (52)
and
R ¼ 1 þ x
2
r
jik2h
2
i
 !ji124 (53)
þ! 1 þ !2 x
2
r
jik2h
2
i
 !ji1#
: (54)
The instability threshold condition of DIATM, represented
by vth, is given as
vth ¼ v0e > xr
k
Q t
s
R
 
: (55)
V. DUSTACOUSTIC TWISTED MODE (DATM)
This section again deals with dust acoustic wave propa-
gation in a three-component non-Maxwellian (kappa distrib-
uted) plasma in the presence of the helical (twisted) electric
field. In this study, the inertia (mass) of the dust particles is
important as compared to the ions and electrons. When the
dynamics of the dust particles and the temperatures of elec-
trons and ions are crucial for the studies of the plasma mode,
then such a mode is known as the Dust Acoustic Mode
(DAM). This investigation includes the effect of orbital
angular momentum (OAM) and azimuthal electric field, and
the Dust Acoustic Mode (DAM) transforms into the Dust
Acoustic Twisted Mode (DATM). To study the dispersion
relation and growth rate of the DATM, we first write the fol-
lowing dielectric function:
 x; k; lqhð Þ ¼ 1 þ
2x2pe
k2h2e
2je  1
je
þ nzeZ nze
 þnheZ nhe  
þ 2x
2
pi
k2h2i
2ji  1
ji
þnziZ nzi
 þ nhiZ nhi  
þ 2x
2
pd
k2h2d
2jd  1
jd
þ nzdZ nzd
 þ nhdZ nhd  ;
(56)
here Z nze
 
Z nhe
 	 

; Z nzi
 
Z nhi
 	 

and Z nzd
 
Z nhd
 	 

are the planar [azimuthal] plasma dispersion functions of
electrons, ions, and dust particles and the terms nze ; nhe ; nzi ;
nhi ; nzd and nhd have the following expressions:
nze ¼
1
he
x
k
 v0e
 
; nhe ¼
1
he
x
lqh
;
nzi ¼
1
hi
x
k
 
; nhi ¼
1
hi
x
lqh
 
;
nzd ¼
1
hd
x
k
 
; nhd ¼
1
hd
x
lqh
 
: (57)
The detailed analytical calculations of Z nze
 
; Z nhe
 	 

and
Z nzi
 
Z nhi
 	 

are given in Appendix B. Due to the higher
temperature and smaller mass of the electrons and ions as
compared to the dust particles, the dispersion functions of
the electrons and ions can be expanded in the lower limit of
the drifted ordinary phase velocity x=k  v0eð Þ of electrons
and phase velocity (x/k) of ions and higher limit of the azi-
muthal phase velocity (x/lqh) in comparison to the electron’s
and ion’s Lorentzian velocities he and hi, i.e., nze ; nzi  1
and nhe ; nhi  1. The expansion of the dispersion function in
the low limit for the drifted phase velocity and high limit for
the azimuthal phase velocity of electrons gives the following
electron’s susceptibility:
ve¼
2x2pe
k2h2e
2je1
je
þ i
ﬃﬃﬃ
p
p
je!
j3=2e C je1=2ð Þ
 1
he
x
k
 v0e
 "
þi ﬃﬃﬃpp je!
j3=2e C je1=2ð Þ
 1
he
x
lqh
 
1þ x
2
jel2q2hh
2
e
" #je1#
;
(58)
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and the expansion of the dispersion function of the ions give
the following ion’s susceptibility:
vi ¼
2x2pi
k2h2i
2ji  1
ji
þ i
ﬃﬃﬃ
p
p
ji!
j3=2i C ji  1=2ð Þ
 1
hi
x
k
"
þ i ﬃﬃﬃpp ji!
j3=2i C ji  1=2ð Þ
 1
hi
x
lqh
1 þ x
2
jil2q2hh
2
i
" #ji1#
:
(59)
It is definite about dust Lorentzian thermal velocity hd being
lower in comparison to the phase velocity (x/k) and azi-
muthal phase velocity (x/lqh) of the DATM, given that the
dust is inertial while ions and electrons are inertialess.
Therefore, the dispersion function of the dust particles is
expanded in the limits nzd ; nhd  1, to find the given relation
of the susceptibility of dust particles
vd ¼
2x2pd
k2h2d
 k
2h2d
2x2
1 þ k
2h2d
x2
3jd
2jd  3
 !"
þi ﬃﬃﬃpp jd!
j3=2d C jd  1=2ð Þ
1
hd
x
k
1 þ x
2
jdk2h
2
d
" #jd1
 1
2
l2q2hh
2
d
x2
1 þ l
2q2hh
2
d
x2
3jd
2jd  3ð Þ
 !
þi ﬃﬃﬃpp jd!
j3=2d C jd  1=2ð Þ
1
hd
x
lqh
1 þ x
2
jdl2q2hh
2
d
" #jd1#
:
(60)
The susceptibilities of electrons, ions, and dust particles
defined in Eqs. (58)–(60) clearly show that the dielectric
function (x, k, lqh) contains real and imaginary terms. So,
we can write  x; k; lqhð Þ ¼ Re  x; k; lqhð Þ½  þ Im  x; k; lqhð Þ½ .
The dispersion relation of the Dust Acoustic Twisted
Mode (DATM) can be found by solving the relation
(Re  x; k; lqhð Þ½  ¼ 0), which is given by
x2r ¼
k2x2pdk
2
jd
1 þ k2k2jd
1 þ !2ð Þ
!2
; (61)
where kjd is the Lorentzian distributed effective Debye
(screening) length, which is defined as
k2jd ¼
2je  1
2je  3
 
k2De þ
2ji  1
2ji  3
 
k2Di : (62)
We can write the dispersion relation Eq. (61) in the form of
the modified (Lorentzian distributed) Dust Acoustic Speed
as
x2r ¼
k2C2jdA
1 þ k2k2jd
1 þ !2ð Þ
!2
; (63)
where the modified (Lorentzian distributed) dust acoustic
speed (CjdA ¼ xpdkjd) has the following relation:
C2jdA ¼
gZ2d
 
Ti=mdð Þ
2je  1
2je  3
 
Ti
Te
1  gZdð Þ þ 2ji  1
2ji  3
 " # : (64)
In order to find the growth rate of the instability due to the
drift velocity of electrons, we will calculate the growth rate c
of the DATM using real Re  x; k; lqhð Þ½  and imaginary
Im  x; k; lqhð Þ½  values of the dielectric function (x, k, lqh)
defined in Eq. (58) by using the well-known relation
c ¼ Im  x; k; lqhð Þ½  @Re  x; k; lqhð Þ½ =@xr
 1
. Using the
real and imaginary terms in the expression of Im  x; k; lqhð Þ½ 
and Re  x; k; lqhð Þ½ , the growth rate c can be expressed as
c ¼ 
ﬃﬃﬃ
p
p
x3r
2x2pd
!2
1 þ !2ð Þ ce þ ci þ cd½ : (65)
The factors ce, ci, and cd present the contributions of the elec-
trons, ions, and dust species to the growth rate of DATM.
We can split ce, ci, and cd into their planar and azimuthal
components as shown in the equations given below
ce ¼
x2pe
k2h3e
cez þ ceh½ : (66)
In the above equation, ce is the growth rate of the wave due
to kappa distributed electrons in terms of its planar cez and
azimuthal ceh parts, such that
cez ¼
je!
j3=2e C je  1=2ð Þ
xr
k
 vd
 
; (67)
and
ceh ¼
je!!
j3=2e C je  1=2ð Þ
xr
k
1 þ !2 x
2
jek2h
2
e
 !je1
: (68)
The growth of the wave due to Lorentzian distributed ions ci
in the presence of the helical electric field can also be written
in terms of its longitudinal ciz and azimuthal cih parts as
ci ¼
x2pi
k2h3i
ciz þ cih½ ; (69)
such that
ciz ¼
C ji þ 1ð Þ
j3=2i C ji  1=2ð Þ
xr
k
 
; (70)
and
cih ¼
C ji þ 1ð Þ!
j3=2i C ji  1=2ð Þ
xr
k
1 þ !2 x
2
jik2h
2
i
 !ji1
: (71)
The growth rate of the wave due to dynamics of dust particles
cd is also shown into its components cdz and cdh as follows:
cd ¼
x2pd
k2h3d
cdz þ cdh½ ; (72)
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such that
cdz ¼
C jd þ 1ð Þ
j3=2d C jd  1=2ð Þ
xr
k
1 þ x
2
jdk2h
2
ke
 !jd1
; (73)
and
cdh ¼
C jd þ 1ð Þ!
j3=2d C jd  1=2ð Þ
xr
k
1 þ !2 x
2
jdk2h
2
ke
 !jd1
: (74)
In order to calculate the instability threshold, we first
write Eq. (65) in a more compact form as
c ¼ O v0e  xr
k
Qþ t
s
M þ -
s
N
  
; (75)
where
O ¼ ﬃﬃﬃpp !2
1 þ !2ð Þ
x3r
2k2x2pd
; (76)
- ¼ C jd þ 1ð Þ
j3=2d C jd  1=2ð Þ
x2pd
h3d
; (77)
M ¼ 1 þ ! 1 þ !2 x
2
jik2h
2
i
 !ji124 35; (78)
and
N ¼ 1 þ x
2
jdk2h
2
ke
 !jd1
þ! 1 þ !2 x
2
jdk2h
2
ke
 !jd124 35:
(79)
The instability threshold v0th can be estimated from Eq. (75).
The instability will grow only if the given below condition is
satisfied
v0th ¼ v0e >
xr
k
Qþ t
s
M þ -
s
N
 
: (80)
VI. RESULTS
In this section, we provide a detailed characterization of
the instability conditions for both the Dust Ion Acoustic
Twisted Mode (DIATM) and Dust Acoustic Twisted Mode
(DATM). Figures 1–8 display the normalized growth rate of
the unstable modes,47 enabling us to analyze the instability
thresholds by tuning various parameters such as temperatures
of electrons, ions, and dust, normalized electron drift velocity,
and ratio of conventional to the azimuthal wave number !.
A. DIATM instability
Figure 1 presents numerical plots of normalized growth
rates c/xr against the dimensionless electron’s drift velocity
v0e/Cs. In panel (a), we have considered three cases of
! ¼ k=lqh (ratio of the parallel to the azimuthal wave num-
ber) to plot the normalized growth rate of the wave vs v0e/Cs,
i.e., (i) for the azimuthal wave number lqh greater than the
parallel wave number k such that ! ¼ 0:5, (ii) when the azi-
muthal wave number lqh is equal to the parallel wave number
k such that !¼ 1, and (iii) for the azimuthal wave number
lqh less than parallel wave number k such that ! ¼ 1:5 for
the non-planar (azimuthal electric field) cases, respectively,
and one for the planar electric field case (iv) for the very
small azimuthal wave number (so that lqh ﬃ 0) in compari-
son to parallel wave number k such that ! ¼ 1, having
FIG. 1. The plots of normalized growth
rate c/xr of the Dust Ion Acoustic
Twisted Mode (DIATM) are presented
against the normalized electron drift
velocity v0e/Cs with kkje¼ 0.1, gZd
¼ 0.01, and Te/Ti¼ 30 for distinct val-
ues of (a) conventional to the azimuthal
wave number ! ¼ k=lqh and (b) spec-
tral indices je and ji.
FIG. 2. The plots of normalized growth
rate c/xr of the Dust Ion Acoustic
Twisted Mode (DIATM) are presented
against the normalized wave number
kkje with fixed values (je¼ 3 and ji
¼ 5), ! ¼ k=lqh ¼ 1, gZd¼ 0.01, and
v0e/Cs¼ 1.5 for distinct values of elec-
tron to ion temperature Te/Ti and nor-
malized electron drift velocity v0e/Cs.
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Lorentzian (kappa) distributed electrons and ions (i.e., je¼ 3
and ji¼ 5). It can be observed from Figure 1(a) that the nor-
malized growth rate of the twisted dust ion acoustic wave c/
xr is least for ! ¼ 0:5 < 1, while smaller for ! ¼ 1:5 > 1
and larger for !¼ 1 as compared to each other for the non-
planar (azimuthal electric field) case. The physical reason of
the growth rate to be large for the ! ¼ 1:5 > 1 case belongs
to be that for the large azimuthal wave number the wave will
take energy from more number of particles and the phenome-
non of the wave particle interaction increases. Therefore, the
growth of the wave for the ! ¼ 0:5 < 1 case is traced below
! ¼ 1 and ! ¼ 1:5 cases. However, if we compare the wave
damping rate of the twisted wave cases (! ¼ 0:5, 1, and 1.5)
with the planar case (! ¼ 1), the twisted waves are excited
earlier than the planar wave.
Next, we propose to study the effects of superthermal
populations by varying the values of the power-index j.
Thus, Figure 1(b) displays the growth rates for three distinct
cases: (i) electrons and ions are kappa distributed (i.e., je¼ 3
and ji¼ 5), (ii) electrons are Maxwellian distributed and
ions are Kappa distributed (i.e., je¼1 and ji¼ 5), and (iii)
electrons are kappa distributed and ions are Maxwellian dis-
tributed (i.e., je¼ 3 and ji¼1), and one case in which both
electrons and ions are Maxwellian distributed (i.e.,
je¼ji¼1). It can be seen from the figure that the growth
rate is maximum when the inertia-less drifted electrons are
kappa distributed and ions are Maxwellian distributed and
the growth rate is minimum when drifted electrons are
Maxwellian distributed, while the curve with kappa distrib-
uted electrons and ions lies below the maximum value and
the curve with Maxwellian distributed electrons and ions lies
above the minimum value. The figure clearly reveals that the
growth of the instability is larger if there are more number of
superthermal (kappa distributed) drifted electrons in compar-
ison to Maxwellian distributed inertial ions. But if the super-
thermal nature is shared by the inertial species, then this will
cause a decrease in the growth of the respective wave.
Figure 2 presents the wave number (kkje) dispersion of
the (normalized) growth rates c/xr. These are derived in
panel (a) for three distinct values of electron to ion
FIG. 3. The contour plots of normalized growth rate c/xr of the Dust Ion
Acoustic Twisted Mode (DIATM) are presented against the normalized
wave number kkje and the ratio of conventional to the azimuthal wave num-
ber ! ¼ k=lqh for fixed values (je¼ 3 and ji¼ 5), v0e/Cs¼ 1.5, gZd¼ 0.01,
and Te/Ti¼ 30.
FIG. 4. The contour plots of normalized growth rate c/xr of the Dust Ion
Acoustic Twisted Mode (DIATM) are presented against the product of the
dust charge number and number density ratio of dust to ion gZd and the ratio
of conventional to the azimuthal wave number ! ¼ k=lqh for fixed values
(je¼ 3 and ji¼ 5), v0e/Cs¼ 1.5, kkje¼ 0.1, and Te/Ti¼ 30.
FIG. 5. The plots of normalized
growth rate c/xr of the Dust Acoustic
Twisted Mode (DATM) are presented
against the normalized electron drift
velocity v0e/(Ti/md) with kkjd¼ 0.1,
gZd¼ 0.01, and Te/Ti¼ 30 for distinct
values of (a) conventional to the azi-
muthal wave number ! ¼ k=lqh and
(b) spectral indices je, ji, and jd.
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temperature ratio Te/Ti, i.e., Te/Ti¼ 30, 35, and 40. It can be
seen that the normalized growth rates c/xr of DIATM are
minimum at Te/Ti¼ 30 and maximum at Te/Ti¼ 40. It is
obvious that if the temperature of electrons is higher, then it
will excite the wave more than the low value of electron tem-
perature. Therefore, the particles that have higher tempera-
ture such that Te/Ti¼ 40 contribute more energy to the wave
and resulted in the higher growth rate than for Te/Ti¼ 30. It
is also observed that the growth rate of the wave first
increases to the certain limit kkje¼ 0.65, and then the
decreasing trend is witnessed. The reason for this is that the
wave theory remains valid for kkje< 1, and this analytical
study is valid for studying weak damping or growth of the
wave.
In panel (b), the unstable solutions are derived for three
distinct values of dimensionless electron drift velocity
v0e/Cs, i.e., v0e/Cs¼ 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5. The normalized growth
rates c/xr are larger at v0e/Cs¼ 2.5 and smaller at
v0e/Cs¼ 1.5. It is evident from the figure that the higher
dimensionless electron’s drift velocity v0e/Cs¼ 2.5 excites
the wave at larger magnitude, and the growth rate of the
wave is larger than the lower dimensionless electron’s drift
velocity v0e/Cs¼ 1.5. The drift velocity acts as an energy
source for the excitation and growth of the wave. If elec-
tron’s drift velocity v0e/Cs¼ 2.5 is higher, then the plasma
system has a larger reservoir of the energy source to be
absorbed by the wave and larger its growth rate. But the low
electron’s drift velocity v0e/Cs¼ 1.5 makes a small reservoir
of the energy source that can be gained by the wave through
wave-particle interaction, and the resultant growth rate is
small.
The contour plots of normalized growth rate c/xr are
shown in Figure 3 against the normalized wave numbers
(kkje) and ratio of conventional to the azimuthal wave num-
ber ! ¼ k=lqh. It is analyzed that as the value of the ratio of
conventional to the azimuthal wave number ! ¼ k=lqh
increases, so do the growth rates c/xr. This means that the
growth rate c/xr is larger when the longitudinal wave
FIG. 6. The plots of normalized growth
rate c/xr of the Dust Acoustic Twisted
Mode (DATM) are presented against
the normalized wave number kkjd
with fixed values (je¼ 3, ji¼ 3, and
jd¼ 10), ! ¼ k=lqh ¼ 1, gZd¼ 0.01,
and for distinct values of electron to
ion temperature Ti/Td and normalized
electron drift velocity v0e/(Ti/md).
FIG. 7. The contour plots of normalized growth rate c/xr of the Dust
Acoustic Twisted Mode (DATM) are presented against the normalized wave
number kkje and the ratio of conventional to the azimuthal wave number
! ¼ k=lqh for fixed values (je¼ 3, ji¼ 3, and jd¼ 10), v0e/(Ti/md)¼ 1.5,
gZd¼ 0.01, and Te/Ti¼ 30.
FIG. 8. The contour plots of normalized growth rate c/xr of the Dust
Acoustic Twisted Mode (DATM) are presented against the product of the
dust charge number and number density ratio of dust to ion gZd and the ratio
of conventional to the azimuthal wave number ! ¼ k=lqh for fixed values
(je¼ 3 and ji¼ 5), v0e/(Ti/md)¼ 1.5, kkjd¼ 0.1, and Te/Ti¼ 30.
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number is smaller than the azimuthal wave number (i.e., k
lqh) in comparison to the case when the longitudinal wave
number is larger than the azimuthal wave number (i.e., k 
lqh). The larger growth rate indicates the absorption of the
greater amount of energy from the particles by the DIATM,
and the smaller growth rate shows that the DIATM absorbs a
lesser amount of energy from the particles during the wave-
particle interaction. On the other hand, growth rate c/xr
increases as normalized wave number kkje approaches the
value kkje ! 4.5, but a further increase in the wave number
kkje leads to a decreasing trend in the growth rate; however,
for large values of kkje, the weak damping (or growth) the-
ory of the DIATM does not remain valid.
In Figure 4, the contour plots of normalized growth rate
c/xr are drawn against gZd (product of the dust charge num-
ber and number density ratio of dust to ion) and ratio of con-
ventional to the azimuthal wave number (! ¼ k=lqh). It can
be seen that the growth rate c/xr increases with an increase
in ! and decreases with an increase in gZd. The longitudinal
wave number k increases in comparison to the azimuthal
wave number lqh as ! increases, which clearly reveals that if
the longitudinal propagation vector k is larger, then the
DIATM can grow more than the situation with smaller longi-
tudinal wave number k. Now, we will consider the effect of
gZd on the growth rate c/xr. It is understood that at larger
magnitude of gZd, we have a large number of negatively
charged dust particles and obviously their overall charge
number is also large. So, the growth rate c/xr is smaller for a
large value of gZd (in the presence of the large number of
negatively charged heavy dust particles) and larger at a small
value of gZd. Physically, if the number of the negatively
charged dust particles increase, then the number of energetic
electrons decreases that have capability to excite the wave
due to their drift velocity. That is why the decreasing number
density of energetic electrons causes the decrease in the exci-
tation of the wave and hence its growth rate.
B. DATM modes
Figure 5 shows numerical plots of normalized growth
rates c/xr of the DATM against the normalized electron’s
drift velocity v0e/(Ti/md) at various values of (a) azimuthal
wave number lqh and (b) spectral parameters je, ji, and jd
for the kappa distributed (je¼ 3, ji¼ 3, and jd¼ 10) and
Maxwellian distributed (je¼ji¼jd ! 1) inertialess elec-
trons and ions in the presence of dynamic dust. In panel (a),
we have considered three cases of ! ¼ k=lqh (ratio of the
parallel to the azimuthal wave number) to draw the normal-
ized growth rate of the wave Vs v0e/(Ti/md), i.e., (i) for the
azimuthal wave number lqh greater than the parallel wave
number k (i.e., lqh> k) such that ! ¼ 0:5, (ii) when the azi-
muthal wave number lqh is equal to the parallel wave number
k (i.e., lqh¼ k) such that ! ¼ 1, and (iii) for the azimuthal
wave number lqh less than the parallel wave number k (i.e.,
lqh< k) such that ! ¼ 1:5 for the non-planar (azimuthal
electric field) cases, respectively, and one for the planar elec-
tric field case (iv) for the very small azimuthal wave number
(so that lqh ﬃ 0) in comparison to the parallel wave number
k such that ! ¼ 1, having Lorentzian (kappa) distributed
electrons, ions, and dust particles (i.e., je¼ 3, ji¼ 3, and
jd¼ 5). It can be observed from the figure that the normal-
ized growth rate of the twisted dust acoustic wave c/xr is
least for ! ¼ 0:5 < 1, while smaller for ! ¼ 1:5 and larger
for !¼ 1 as compared to each other for the non-planar (azi-
muthal electric field) case. The physical reason of the growth
rate to be large for the ! ¼ 1:5 > 1 case belongs to be that
for the large azimuthal wave number the wave will take
energy from more number of particles and the phenomenon
of the wave particle interaction increases. Therefore, the
growth of the wave for the ! ¼ 0:5 < 1 case is traced below
! ¼ 1:5 and ! ¼ 1 cases. If we compare the wave damping
rate of the twisted wave cases (! ¼ 0:5, 1, and 1.5) with the
planar case (! ¼ 1), the twisted waves are excited earlier
than the planar waves.
In panel (b), we have considered the three cases of the
Lorentzian distributed plasma such that (i) electrons and ions
are kappa distributed (i.e., je¼ 3, ji¼ 5, and jd¼1), (ii)
electrons are Maxwellian distributed and ions are kappa dis-
tributed (i.e., je¼1, ji¼ 5, and jd¼1), (iii) electrons are
kappa distributed and ions are Maxwellian distributed (i.e.,
je¼ 3, ji¼1, and jd¼1), and one case in which both
electrons and ions are Maxwellian distributed (i.e.,
je¼ji¼ jd¼1). It can be seen from the figure that the
growth rate is maximum when both electrons and ions are
kappa distributed, and the growth rate is minimum when
both electrons and ions are Maxwellian distributed, while the
curve with kappa distributed electrons and Maxwellian dis-
tributed ions lies below the maximum value and the curve
with Maxwellian distributed electrons and kappa distributed
ions lies above the minimum value. The figure clearly shows
that the growth rate of the DATM is larger for the kappa dis-
tributed plasma as compared to the Maxwellian distributed
plasma because the kappa distributed plasma has the avail-
ability of more number of superthermal particles that can
transfer their energy to the wave in comparison to the
Maxwellian distributed plasma. Therefore, the wave grows
more in the non-Maxwellian environment rather than in the
Maxwellian scenario.
The normalized growth rates c/xr of the DATM are
plotted in Figure 6 against the normalized wave numbers
kkjd. In panel (a), growth rates are derived for three distinct
values of ion to dust temperature ratio Ti/Td, i.e., Ti/Td¼ 30,
35, and 40. It can be seen that the normalized growth rates
c/xr of DATM are minimum at Ti/Td¼ 30 and maximum at
Ti/Td¼ 40. It is obvious that if the temperature of ions Ti is
larger, then it will excite the wave more than the low value
of ion temperature. Therefore, the ions that have higher tem-
perature contribute more energy to the wave and result in the
higher growth rate. The figure also indicates that the growth
rate of the wave first increases about kkjd¼ 1.5, and then its
decreasing trend is observed.
Panel (b) shows the normalized growth rates c/xr
against the normalized wave numbers kkjd for three distinct
values of dimensionless electron drift velocity v0e/(Ti/md),
i.e., v0e/(Ti/md)¼ 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5. The normalized growth
rates c/xr are larger at v0e= Ti=mdð Þ ¼ 2:5 and smaller at
v0e= Ti=mdð Þ ¼ 1:5. It is evident from the figure that the
higher dimensionless electron’s drift velocity v0e= Ti=mdð Þ
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¼ 2:5 excites the wave at larger magnitude, and the growth
rate of the wave is larger than the lower dimensionless elec-
tron’s drift velocity v0e= Ti=mdð Þ ¼ 1:5. The drift velocity
acts as an energy source for the excitation and growth of the
wave. If electron’s drift velocity v0e= Ti=mdð Þ ¼ 2:5 is higher,
then the plasma system has a larger reservoir of the energy
source to be absorbed by the wave and larger its growth rate.
The contour plots of normalized growth rate c/xr are
shown in Figure 7 against the normalized wave numbers
(kkjd) and ratio of conventional to the azimuthal wave num-
ber ! ¼ k=lqh. It is analyzed that as the value of the ratio of
conventional to the azimuthal wave number ! ¼ k=lqh
increases, so do the growth rates c/xr of the DATM. This
means that the growth rate c/xr of the DIATM is larger when
the longitudinal wave number is smaller than the azimuthal
wave number (i.e., k  lqh) in comparison to the case when
the longitudinal wave number is larger than the azimuthal
wave number (i.e., k lqh). The larger growth rate indicates
the absorption of the greater amount of energy from the par-
ticles by the DATM, and the smaller growth rate shows that
the DIATM absorbs a lesser amount of energy from the par-
ticles during the wave-particle interaction. On the other hand,
growth rate c/xr of the DATM increases as normalized wave
number kkjd approaches the value kkjd ! 1.5, but a further
increase in wave number kkjd causes the decreasing growth
rate. The weak damping (or grow) theory of the waves in the
plasma remains valid for low values of kkjd, and to find
growth rates of the wave for large values of normalized wave
numbers, one has to do numerical analysis for studying strong
damping (or growing) effects of the wave.
Figure 8 presents the contour plots of normalized growth
rate c/xr against gZd (product of the dust charge number and
number density ratio of dust to ion) and ratio of conventional
to the azimuthal wave number ! ¼ k=lqh. It can be seen that
the growth rate c/xr increases with an increase in ! and
decreases with an increase in gZd. The longitudinal wave
number k increases in comparison to the azimuthal wave
number lqh as ! increases, which clearly reveals that if the
longitudinal propagation vector k is larger, then the DATM
can grow more than the situation with smaller longitudinal
wave number k. Now, we will consider the effect of gZd on
the growth rate c/xr of the DATM. It is understood that at
larger magnitude of gZd, we have a large number of nega-
tively charged dust species and obviously their overall
charge number is also large. So, the growth rate c/xr of
DATM is smaller for a large value of gZd (in the presence of
the large number of heavy dust particles) and larger at a
small value of gZd. Physically meaning, the increasing num-
ber density of dust (negatively charged) particles results in
the decreasing number density of energetic electrons. Now, a
less number of energetic electrons are available to give
energy to the wave that is why the growth rate of the wave
decreases with the increasing number density of the nega-
tively charged dust.
VII. CONCLUSION
To conclude, we studied the kinetic description of
the instability of electrostatic dust twisted modes in the in a
nonthermal dusty plasmas. The electrostatic dust twisted
waves in a dusty plasma were investigated using the Vlasov-
Poisson equation, and the plasma dielectric function was
derived in the presence of the orbital angular momentum
(OAM) of the helical (non-planar or twisted) electric field
perturbations with kappa distributed electrons, ions, and dust
with distinct spectral indices. The perturbed distribution
function and electric field were decomposed into Laguerre-
Gaussian (LG) modes described in cylindrical coordinates.
The growth rates of DIATM and DATM were calculated
analytically using the weak damping (or grow) theory of the
waves in dusty plasmas in which kappa distributed electrons
were considered to be having a drift velocity. The instability
conditions of the electrostatic twisted modes were also calcu-
lated analytically, and their numerical plots were also pre-
sented against appropriate physical dusty plasma parameters.
The growth of the instability of DIATM and DATM is
increased with the decrease in the spectral index of drifted
electrons, increase in the temperature ratio of (electron to ion
and ion to dust for the DIATM and DATM respectively),
and dimensionless drifted velocity.
Our studies include the Lorentzian or kappa distribution
function of the electrons with the shifted parallel velocity
due to presence of the electron’s drift in the presence of the
helical electric field. The drifted electrons act as a source for
the growth of the instabilities in DIATM and DATM. The
threshold conditions of the instabilities for the DIATM and
DATM are also calculated to estimate the minimum value of
the electron’s drift, which can grow the instabilities in
twisted electrostatic waves in dusty plasmas. If the drift
velocity of the electrons approaches to zero, then damping of
DIATM and DATM is observed rather than growth. Our
results can be applicable to Maxwellian distributed plasmas
as well if the spectral index of the species approaches infin-
ity. In the absence of the electron’s drift velocity such that
v0e¼ 0 and the spectral indices (je¼ji¼jd¼1), the real
and imaginary parts of the dielectric function of DIATM and
DATM resemble those given in Ref. 28. It may also be noted
that we have included the non-Maxwellian or Lorentzian
character of the ion and dust species along with those of
electrons. The distribution of the heavier (inertial) species is
usually taken as Maxwellian (thermal) if the inertialess spe-
cies is non-Maxwellian distributed. In our case, we though
have chosen the non-thermal (Lorentzian) distribution for
the each species, but the spectral index kappa of the heavier
species is larger as compared to the lighter species. Heavier
particles like protons, ions, and dust particles are indeed
cooler, and therefore their distributions must be closer to a
Maxwellian as compared to the electrons. In natural plasmas
from space, the electron distributions are well reproduced by
the kappa distribution functions, which converges to a
Maxwellian in the limit of very large kappa such that kappa
approaches to infinity.34 It is therefore reasonable to make
the assumption that the spectral index (kappa) of the heavier
species is larger as compared to the lighter species. Figures 1
and 5 clearly show that the superthermal parameters or spec-
tral indices of the species affect the growth rate of the insta-
bility, so it is wise to consider the superthermal population
of each species. We have though considered the fixed
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charging of the dust particles. But sometimes, the charge of
the dust fluctuates, which deviates the thermal distribution of
the dust to some extent. In that case, the non-Maxwellian
distribution may be the better choice than Maxwellian
distribution.
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APPENDIX A: LAGUERRE-GAUSSIAN (LG) MODE
FUNCTION
• The Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) mode function Fpl(r, z) is
defined as35
Fpl r; zð Þ ¼ CplXjljLjljp Xð Þ exp X=2ð Þ; (A1)
where X¼ r2/w2(z) such that w(z) is the beam waist. Here,
integers p and l are the radial and angular mode numbers,
while h denotes the azimuthal angle.
We can define the normalization constants Cpl and the
associated Laguerre polynomials Ljljp Xð Þ by the following
expressions:
Cpl ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
lþ pð Þ!=4pp!
q
; (A2)
and
Ljljp Xð Þ ¼ exp Xð Þdp=dXp Xlþp exp Xð Þ
	 

=p!X: (A3)
The orthogonality condition for the Laguerre-Gaussian
(LG) modes is given by the equation
hFp0l0  jFpli¼
ð2p
0
dh
ð1
0
rdrFp0l0Fpl
exp i l l0ð Þh½  ¼ dpp0dll0 : (A4)
APPENDIX B: TWISTED LORENTZIAN DISPERSION
FUNCTION
We will start the plasma dispersion function with the
helical electric field carrying orbital angular momentum
Zj;lqh nz; nhð Þ ¼
dvz
uz  vz
@f0
@vz
þ dvh
uh  vh
@f0
@vh
 
: (B1)
Here, f0 is an isotropic drifted generalized Lorentzian or
kappa distribution function, which can be defined in the
cylindrical coordinates as
f0 ¼ 1
p3=2h3j3=2
C jþ1ð Þ
C j1=2ð Þ 1þ
v2r þ v2h
jh2
þ vz vdð Þ
2
jh2
" #j1
:
(B2)
By inserting the value of @f0/@vz and @f0/@vh in Eq. (B1) and
taking Aj ¼ p3=2h3j3=2ð Þ1C jþ 1ð Þ=C j 1=2ð Þ, the plasma
dispersion Zj;lqh nz; nhð Þ can be written as the sum of two inte-
grals I1 and I2 such that
Zj;lqh nz; nhð Þ ¼ I1 þ I2; (B3)
where
I1 ¼ 2 jþ 1
ð Þ
jh2
Aj
ð1
1
ð1
1
ð1
1
dvrdvhdvz
vz  vdð Þ
vz  uzð Þ
 1 þ v
2
r þ v2h
jh2
þ vz  vdð Þ
2
jh2
" #j2
(B4)
and
I2 ¼ 2 jþ 1
ð Þ
jh2
Aj
ð1
1
ð1
1
ð1
1
dvrdvhdvz
vh
vh  uhð Þ
 1 þ v
2
r þ v2h
jh2
þ vz  vdð Þ
2
jh2
" #j2
: (B5)
By performing the integration of I1 with respect to dvr and
using the identityð1
0
e 1þUð Þttjþ1dt ¼ C jþ 2ð Þ
1 þ Uð Þjþ2
: (B6)
We obtain the following expressions of I1:
I1 ¼ 2 jþ 1
ð Þ
jh2
Aj
ﬃﬃﬃ
p
p ﬃﬃﬃ
j
p
hC jþ 3=2ð Þ
C jþ 2ð Þ 
ð1
1
ð1
1
vz  vdð Þ
vz  uzð Þ
 1 þ v
2
h
jh2
þ vz  vdð Þ
2
jh2
" #j3=2
dvhdvz: (B7)
Now, integrating I1 with respect to dvh and using the identityð1
0
e 1þuð Þttjþ1=2dt ¼ C jþ 3=2ð Þ
1 þ uð Þjþ3=2
: (B8)
The expressions of I1 becomes
I1 ¼ 2 jþ 1
ð ÞC jþ 1ð Þ
C jþ 2ð Þ  pAj
ð1
1
vz  vdð Þ
vz  uzð Þ
 1 þ vz  vdð Þ
2
jh2
" #j1
dvz; (B9)
and finally the integration of the above integral with respect
to dvz gives the following expression:
I1 ¼ 2
h2
2 j 1ð Þ
2j
þ nzZ	 nzð Þ
 
; (B10)
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where Z*(nz) is the longitudinal component of the plasma
dispersion function, which has the expression
Z	 nzð Þ ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
p
p C jþ 1ð Þ
j3=2C j 1=2ð Þ 
ð1
1
d1z
1z  nzð Þ
1 þ 1
2
z
j
 j1
;
(B11)
1z ¼
vz  vdð Þ
h
; nz ¼
uz  vdð Þ
h
: (B12)
Similarly, we apply the same procedure on Eq. (B5) to get
the expression
I2 ¼ 2
h2
2 j 1ð Þ
2j
þ nhZ	 nhð Þ
 
; (B13)
and the azimuthal component of the dispersion function
Z*(nh) is represented as
Z	 nhð Þ ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
p
p C jþ 1ð Þ
j3=2C j 1=2ð Þ 
ð1
1
d1h
1h  nhð Þ
1þ 1
2
h
j
 j1
;
(B14)
1h ¼
vh  vdð Þ
h
; nh ¼
uh  vdð Þ
h
: (B15)
By substituting the value of I1 and I2 in Eq. (B3), we obtain
the given final form of the non-Maxwellian (kappa distrib-
uted) plasma dispersion function with the electric filed carry-
ing orbital angular momentum
Zj;lqh nz;nhð Þ¼
2
h2
2 j1ð Þ
j
þnzZ	 nzð ÞþnhZ	 nhð Þ
 
: (B16)
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